
Design forward 
furniture for 

social spaces

Alfred Barstool

Treat yourself with one of our most comfortable barstools ever. The Alfred collection 
features a strong steel frame, a subtle pointed silhouette, and layered upholstery details.
Starting list, $610.



Hula Chair

A modern outdoor chair for the most design-savvy patios. The perforated
panels keeps things cool and comfortable, even on the hottest days. Pair this with our
Opla outdoor tables and a bold color for a slam dunk look. Did we mention it stacks
four high? Starting list price, $308

Opla Chair
Starting list, $343



Brady Chair

Meet your go-to chair for commercial dining spaces. The Brady chair has everything: a 
sturdy steel frame and legs, solid wood seat and back, and a contemporary style that goes 
with a myriad of styles and spaces. Starting list price, $445

Full Hurdle Chair

It’s all about the details with this industrial style chair. An integrated handle, exposed fasten-
ers, and stacking capabilities makes Reece one our most functional (and fresh) chairs yet. 
Finish the chair with upholstery and laminate for extra comfort and durability.
Starting list, $433



Brooke Chair 

For added elegance, opt for upholstery or keep it casual with a simple seat pad or wood 
seat. Starting list, $440

Reece Chair

It’s all about the details with this industrial style chair. An integrated handle, exposed fasten-
ers, and stacking capabilities makes Reece one our most functional (and fresh) chairs yet. 
Finish the chair with upholstery and laminate for extra comfort and durability.
Starting list, $433

Hula Chair
Starting list, $308



Andrea Communal Table

The Andrea communal table is a perfect solution for offi  ces, cafes, university cafes, and 
other commercial dining spaces. This table can be made in either in solid wood or laminate. 
Each table features a metal bracket that adds strength and a subtle pop of color. (Dining 
height, shown in white oak). Starting list price, $1861



Reece Chair

It’s all about the details with this industrial style chair. An integrated handle, exposed fasten-
ers, and stacking capabilities makes Reece one our most functional (and fresh) chairs yet. 
Finish the chair with upholstery and laminate for extra comfort and durability.. Starting list 
price, $433



Brooke Chair 

The secret to making the modern wood dining chair is all about softening the shape. With 
the Brooke chair, we rounded the corners, the seat–even the back slats–to give this 
category a fresh look. Starting list price, $440

Sadie II Outdoor Chair

With striking angles and a sturdy steel frame, the Sadie II outdoor chair strikes a sweet 
spot between design and functionality. Designed by Joey Ruiter, the Sadie II outdoor was 
designed to work in both indoor or outdoor spaces. Starting list price, $583



Hugh Chair

The Hugh chair is an all wood chair with a simple, Windsor style design. This chair is a smart 
choice for restaurants looking to modernize their wood chairs, but still maintain a classic 
feel. Starting list, $416

Alfred Chair

Hinting at ’70s glam but modern in all the right places, the Alfred features a strong steel 
frame, a subtle pointed silhouette, and layered upholstery details so rich Robin Leech will 
get jealous.. Starting list, $560
Leaf Chair
Starting list, $725



Full Hurdle Barstool

The Sherman chair blurs the lines between industrial style and a new era of modern
American design. This metal restaurant chair stacks three high and comes with a wood or
upholstered seat. Available in chair, counter stool, and barstool. Starting list price, $321

Reece Chair

It’s all about the details with this industrial style chair. An integrated handle, exposed fasten-
ers, and stacking capabilities makes Reece one our most functional (and fresh) chairs yet. 
Finish the chair with upholstery and laminate for extra comfort and durability.
Starting list, $433

Half Hurdle Chair
Starting list, $368



Mixed  Materials Wood

The Classics

HALF HURDLE Full HURDLE Sherman Reece

Brady Alfred Sadie ii Sally Leo

Harper

Felix Jr.

Melissa Anne

Sir Burly

Outdoor
Opla Hula Sadie Ii Opla Table

Brooke Leaf Tilly Andy

Merano

Wood Melissa bentwood

Dowel

Tables

Brady Spartan Kalypso

Andy DylanBrady

Frankie

Rambo ORbit Jerome Roy

Andrea

Frankie Bar 



Life’s too short
for ugly 

furniture

There are just a few of our favorites. 
Head over to grandrapidschair.com to see

all of our seating and table options. 

Sherman Chair
Starting list, $321






